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the bodyguard 

directed by 
song yue

director’s statement

this film took me nearly three years, 

starting from the day i wrote the 

scriPt and vowed to make the kung fu 

masterPiece which surPassed all others. 

they are many difficulties i had to face, 

but i have never changed my mind from 

achieving my goal. i believe that “the 

bodyguard” is an exPansion of blood, it’s 

a movie full of excitement. it’s very 

difficult to find another film like this, 

because no one can give such Passion, 

would make this film with their lives.
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hd / dcP - 92’
china - 2016 release
mandarin w/eng sub
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after his master’s death, wu leaves for the big city in search of this 

fellow aPPrentice Jiang. wu takes a Job as a bodyguard for faye, the 

richest man in town’s daughter. when wu finds Jiang, Jiang is already 

deeP in the underbelly of the criminal world, with a Plan to kidnaP 

faye. wu is torn between his duty to Protect and his loyalty to his clan. 



real kung fu, revolution of martial arts.

since bruce lee’s initiation of the unique genre of kung 
fu movies, audiences have been hungry for the authentic 
and disciplined martial acts actors. 

as Jackie chan, Jet li, donnie yen and other martial arts 
actors age, it is time for a rejuvenation for what bruce 
started. 

using over six months to prepare the fight scenes, the 
bodyguard takes this on as its mission: to exceed the 
old hong kong kung fu movies, and to deliver a new era 
into the old martial arts films. 

and eventually all the hard work has paid off –and we 
come on the scene with industry acclaim. the body 
guard will be the rise of real kung fu, a revolution of 
the martial arts. 

style of the kung fu

no special effects, no substitutions… the 
bodyguard is authentic every way. 

a partnership between genuine martial arts 
master from every style, from  muay thai to Judo, 
bringing to you a showcase of stunning action, 
led by yue song, the youngest martial artist of 
china, sought after by numerous fans, and named 
by chinese media as “the most likely person to 
surpass bruce lee.”

bringing together 200 career martial artists 
to capture realistic action scenes, this is a 
collaboration like never before.
 

INSPIrATIoN



YUE SoNG
incredibly commited and talented, yuesong 
is a legendary auteur in the making. succeeding 
bruce lee’s legacy of kung fu films, yuesong takes 
on the international audience with his new film, the 
bodyguard after the success of king of the 
streets (released on netflix usa)

he began teaching martial arts when he studied film 
production in london, england. since then, he has 
become the most legendary young martial artist of china, 
ready to take on the international screens. he has been 
called a successor to bruce lee and a “bruce lee and 
Jackie chan combination”.

in preparation for the bodyguard, yuesong 
committed himself to a rigorous and brutal training 
regime of 12 months of isolation and abstinence in order 
to give the strongest preformance. 

with bodyguard and his body of work to come, yuesong 
will disprove anyone who says that the chinese martial 
arts film is dead. and he’s going to prove it with his flesh 
and bones. 

Past films, king of the streets and snow warrior



supporting cast
yu xing 

kung fu hustle

twelfth road tan legs

iP man

new shaolin temPle

Jin gang wang

collin chou 

matrix

flashPoint 

michael chan

boxing world chamPion

“for kung fu you have bruce 

lee, for boxing you have 

michael chan”

li fei fei

miss chinese, melbourne

the house of aPPle 

king of the streets

 curse of the golden flower 


